
Room 5 Work 4th Class 
 

Hi all,  

I hope ye are all well and have had a nice weekend. Well done on all of your 

excellent work last week. Below is a list of suggested work to be completed 

this week. I have also set up Study Ladder which is a website where boys can 

do interactive activities related to their class work. Each boy has received 

username and password by email to connect to this resource. Have a great 

week everyone. 

Mr Reidy. 

 

 

Monday 

English 

Reading Zone Unit 29: Read the story and complete part A 

Spellings: week 29 (-ent) write out and learn spellings 1-6 

1. event 

2. present 

3.  parent 

4.  spent 

5. student 

6. moment 

 

News: Write or type your news daily (4 sentences.)  

 

Finish listening to Alice’s adventures in Wonderland and write about your 

favourite moment in the story.  

https://stories.audible.com/pdp/B015D78L0U?ref=adbl_ent_anon_ds_pdp_pc_cntr-1-2         

 

Maths       

https://stories.audible.com/pdp/B015D78L0U?ref=adbl_ent_anon_ds_pdp_pc_cntr-1-2


Tables Champion: p37 Monday 

Mental Maths: Week 30 Monday     

Busy at Maths: Area p159 Q 1,2 and 3.  

 

 

 

Gaeilge   

An Aimsir: P99 part C Inniu tá sé… = Today it is…  

 Write 4 sentences using your choice of 4 words listed under the pictures in 

part C. 

Start the sentences with Inniu tá sé and you then add in one of the words 

under the picture to create a full sentence. 

For example: Inniu tá sé grianmhar 

         Spellings: Monday learn the following 2 spellings 

1. grianmhar = river 

2. scamallach = cloudy 

SESE 

Small world: Read p 110: Light 

            Task: Write out the meanings of: (corner of p110) 

1. Opaque 

2. Transparent  

3. Translucent  

Watch the video by following the link below to find out more about Opaque, 

transparent and translucent objects.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJmVXARWLIY 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJmVXARWLIY


 

 

Tuesday 

English 

Reading Zone Unit 29: Read the story and complete part B and C 

 

 

Spellings: week 28 (-ant) write out and learn spellings 7-12 

7. movement  

8. affluent 

9. equipment 

10. president 

11.  treatment 

12.  independent  

 

We are starting new story on audible.com today called Kid Normal. Please 

follow the link below to get to the story.  

Listen to chapter one today.  

https://stories.audible.com/pdp/B07533YSBN?ref=adbl_ent_anon_ds_pdp_pc_pg-1-cntr-0-1 

 

 

Maths 

Tables Champion: p37 Tuesday 

Mental Maths: Week 30 Tuesday 

Busy at Maths: Area p160 q 1 and 2 

 

Gaeilge 

  

https://stories.audible.com/pdp/B07533YSBN?ref=adbl_ent_anon_ds_pdp_pc_pg-1-cntr-0-1


An Aimsir: P99 part C Inniu tá sé… = Today it is…  

Write another 4 sentences using the words you didn’t use on Monday 

Start the sentences with Inniu tá sé and you then add in one of the words 

under the picture to create a full sentence. 

For example: Inniu tá sé grianmhar 

 

Spellings: Tuesday learn the following 2 spellings 

3 gaofar = windy 

4 ag cur seaca = freezing 

 

SESE 

Small World: Read p111 

             Task: Complete activity A on p 112 

 

 

 

Wednesday  

English 

Reading Zone Unit 29: Read the story and complete part D and E 

Spellings: week 29 (-ant) write out and learn spellings 13-18 

13.  argument 

14.  settlement 

15.  experiment 

16.  government 

17.  environment 

18.  development 

 

Listen to chapter three today of the story Kid Normal.  



https://stories.audible.com/pdp/B07533YSBN?ref=adbl_ent_anon_ds_pdp_pc_pg-1-cntr-0-1 

Maths 

Tables Champion: p37 Wednesday 

Mental Maths: Week 30 Wednesday 

Busy at Maths: Area p161 Q (A)-(F) 

Gaeilge 

P99 part D Líon na Bearnaí (fill in the blank ) 

Write the first 3 sentences from the story into your copy and fill in the blanks. 

The following words are the words you will need to fill the blanks in the first 3 

sentences. You will need to decide which word fits in where. 

1. an ghrian = the sun 

2. a bhí ann = it was 

3. chuaigh = went 

4. in éineacht leo = with them 

 

Spellings: Wednesday 5:  fuar = cold 

                                        6: ag cur báistí = raining  

SESE 

Project: Choose a country. 

I’m asking each boy to chose a country to research and complete a project on. 

You can choose any country you want.  

I want you to find out facts about the following things for the country you have 

chosen.  

1. Language spoken, population and size. 

2. Popular attractions for tourists 

3. Food/and drink in the country 

4. Sports and hobbies in the country 

5. Facts about the capital city  

6. Any other interesting facts. 

https://stories.audible.com/pdp/B07533YSBN?ref=adbl_ent_anon_ds_pdp_pc_pg-1-cntr-0-1


You will have two weeks to complete this so try and do a bit of work on it each 

week day.  

Below are two great websites to explore and do your research on.  

Remember we have studied Japan and Italy in our small world book so if you 

would like to pick either of those feel free to do so.  

https://www.kids-world-travel-guide.com/  

https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/countries/ 

 

Thursday 

English 

Narrative writing task: (two days) 

Choose one of the following story titles and write a story about it.  

1. Up, up and away. 

2. The year is 2050. 

3. Extreme weather. 

Spelling: Revise all 18 spellings 

Handwriting book: Complete 1 page 

Listen to chapter four today of the story Kid Normal.  

https://stories.audible.com/pdp/B07533YSBN?ref=adbl_ent_anon_ds_pdp_pc_pg-1-cntr-0-1 

Maths 

Tables Champion: p37 Thursday 

Mental Maths: Week 30 Thursday 

Busy at Maths: Look back p162 q1, 2a, 2b and 2c 

 

Gaeilge 

Líon na Bearnaí Part D P.99  

Write sentences 4 to 7 from the story into your copy. (Stop when you reach 

the word gainimh). 

https://www.kids-world-travel-guide.com/
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/countries/
https://stories.audible.com/pdp/B07533YSBN?ref=adbl_ent_anon_ds_pdp_pc_pg-1-cntr-0-1


The following words are the words you will need to fill the blanks in the 

sentences. You will need to decide which word fits in where. 

1. ag am lóin = at lunch time 

2. na páistí = the children 

3. rinne = made 

4. brioscaí = biscuits 

Spellings:  

7. fliuch = wet 

8. ag cur sneachta = snowing 

 Revise all spellings 

Visual Arts 

Earth Day was on the 22nd of April (last week) and thought it would be a shame 

to let it pass without marking it. For our art lesson this week we are going to 

make an Earth Day folding surprise. The video below from the art for kids’ hub 

YouTube page shows step by step instructions on how to create it. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJ8kn8Dk0uc 

 

 

 

Friday 

English 

Narrative writing task: (Finish) 

Choose one of the following story titles and write a story about it.  

1. Up, up and away. 

2. The year is 2050. 

3. Extreme weather. 

Spellings: test 

Handwriting 1 page.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJ8kn8Dk0uc


Maths 

Tables: test 

Mental Maths: Week 30 Friday review 

Busy at Maths: Finish p 162 

 

Gaeilge 

Líon na Bearnaí Part D P.99  

The following words are the words you will need to fill the blanks in the 

sentences. You will need to decide which word fits in where. 

1. Tae = tea 

2. Nuair a = when 

3. Uachtar reoite = ice cream 

4. Mamaí = mammy 

Spellings: test 

SPHE 

1. List 5 ways in which you can help the Earth. 

2. Draw 5 pictures of you carrying out these activities.  

 

 

Physical Education 

Try and ensure you get some form of exercise each day. Below is a list of some 

exercises you could do each day next week. 

 

1. 30 seconds fast feet 

2. 30 seconds high knees 

3. 30 seconds jumping jacks 

4. 30 second heel flicks 

5. 30 seconds jog on the spot 

 



Joe Wicks is doing a 30-minute PE lesson every day at 9am which can also be 

watched any time after it takes place as the video saves to YouTube. Below is a 

link to these lessons. 

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=pe+with+joe 

 

Donna Dunne is doing P.E lessons each day on her facebook page Donna 

Dunne fitness at 12pm each day. 

T.J Reid is doing P.E and skills lessons every Tuesday and Thursday live at 12pm  

on the T.J Reid health and fitness facebook page.  

School on TV 

RTÉ 2 will continue to broadcast an hour of “School on TV” each day from 11-

12 Monday to Friday this week.  

TG4 are broadcasting Cúla 4 ar scoil each morning from 10:00 to 10:30. This 

would be a nice way for boys to work on their Gaeilge.  

 

 

If you would like to contact me with any queries about the work given please 

do so at mreidy.cbsprimarykk@gmail.com You can also contact me through 

the messaging feature on the class dojo. If anyone has not yet connected to 

the class dojo group and would like me to resend the invitation please to not 

hesitate to contact me via email and I will resend it to you.  

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=pe+with+joe
mailto:mreidy.cbsprimarykk@gmail.com

